
Effect: 
Ask a friend to write down different foods on slips of paper using a black pencil. On the final slip of paper, ask them to write a 
food with a colored pencil. With your eyes closed, you can determine which the food was written using the colored pencil!

Set-Up
Loosely fold a piece of paper into three sections, and flatten it back out again. Gather colored 
pencils, markers or crayons., and a bowl.  Make sure that your set includes both colored 
pens/pencils, etc. and a black one! (For these instructions we will use colored pencils)

Performance: Tell the friend who you are performing for that you are going to try to determine 
which sheet of paper was written using colored pencil without looking!  Hand them a black 
pencil. Tear off one end of the paper and ask your friend to write down a food. (Picture 2)
Ask them to fold it in half and drop it into a bowl.

Now tear off the other original end of the paper, which has three straight sides, and 
only one torn side. (Sheet #2 in Photo 3.)

Hand this sheet to your friend. Once again ask them to write a food with the black 
writing utensil. Ask them to fold it in half and drop it into a bowl.

Now you are left with the center sheet of paper which is torn on both sides. 
You will hand this sheet to your friend along with the colored pencil and ask them to 
write the name of the food in color. 

Turn your back to your friend, and close your eyes

Ask your friend to mix the papers inside the bowl. Once they are done, ask them to 
hand the bowl to you behind your back. Now you will simply feel each sheet of paper to 
determine which has both long edges torn. You can now turn around and reveal that you 
magically found the only colored sheet of paper!

Variations: You can tear that sheet into nine pieces instead of three. This is more difficult, as then you are looking for the only small 
sheet with for all four edges torn!

Customize it!: The colored pencil versus black pencil is just one idea! You could do anything like....  finding your home sports teams vs. 
rival sports team, finding a woodwind instrument amongst string instruments, finding a mammals amongst reptiles reptile, etc. etc.! 
What do you love? What story do you want to tell? Make the magic yours!
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